
TOM FORD EYEWEAR
APRÈS SKI COLLECTION 2023

Bold, racy and ready for adventure. That’s the attitude of the new Après-Ski collection from TOM 
FORD Eyewear. High style, high tech and athletic intensity merge in this exciting lineup that delivers 
the fusion of luxury and confidence core to the TOM FORD identity.

The collection is marked by innovative, contemporary design and iconic signature details crafted 
from state-of-the-art materials. 

The FT1124 ski goggle injects utility with modernist glamour. 
Its interchangeable mirrored and photochromic bronze lenses are secured with a wide, adjustable 
elastic strap emblazoned with a large, graphic Tom Ford logo. The style comes in dedicated 
packaging. 

The Rellen and Linden sunglasses transform the classic pilot genre. These sporty masks have 
newly bold volumes with graphic metal detailing. They feature photochromic lenses that alter their 
shade depending on the light conditions. The two styles offer variations on the look: the Linden, a 
modified butterfly silhouette; the Rellen, a softly squared shape. Either way, they heighten the chic 
of après-ski style.

The TOM FORD Après-Ski Eyewear collection is designed, manufactured and distributed worldwide 
by Marcolin, and will be available at select opticians and TOM FORD boutiques starting in October. 

View & Download

FT1121 – LORNA  
Sporty mask featuring wraparound front with 
refined leather insert and iconic T logo. Offered 
in a wide selection of colors.

FT1124 – SKI GOGGLE
High-tech, elegant goggle with interchangeable 
magnetic lenses and wide, adjustable elastic 
band featuring the Tom Ford logo. 

FT1094 - LINDEN 
Oversized mask with a modified butterfly front, 
chic metal details and photochromic lenses. 

FT1093 - RELLEN
Oversized unisex mask featuring a squared 
front, chunky temples, graphic metal details and 
photochromic lenses. 

MARCOLIN
Marcolin is a worldwide leading company in the eyewear industry founded in 1961 in the heart of the Veneto eyewear district, in Italy. It stands out for 
the unique ability to combine craftsmanship with advanced technologies through the constant pursuit of excellence and continuous innovation. The 
portfolio includes house brands (WEB EYEWEAR) and over twenty licensed brands. Through its own direct network and global partners, Marcolin 
distributes its products in more than 125 countries.  
WWW.MARCOLIN.COM

https://marcolin.picturepark.com/s/NCUpZAvE

